
This flowchart is meant to show the required course sequences for the Physics BA and BS degrees as stated in the 1996-97 (BS only), 1997-98 (BS only), 1998-99 and 1999-00 catalog. It does not include University, College, or Minor requirements.

Some courses have alternates or alternate requisites that are not listed.
EE162/162L is no longer offered, EE161, PH151 or other computer course will substitute.
PH390 now replaced by PH315.
PH391 has now been replaced by PH315L
PH395 now replaced by EE221, which has an EE211 prerequisite
PH335 now replaced by EE211, which has an EE221 prerequisite
PH435 no longer exists and 3 credits of additional upper division math will substitute (note that this will give a math minor).
PH435 no longer exists but PH475 can now count as an upper division lab.
For 1997 catalog: PH250, PH251, PH280, and PH281 replaced by PH215, PH215L, PH217, and PH217L
Prerequisites can be waived by consent of instructor for most courses.

Year 1
Fall
EE162/EE162L → MA191 → PH213 → PH213L → PH151

Year 1
Spring
MA192 → PH216 → PH216L → CS157

Year 2
Fall
CH111 → MA291 → PH217 → PH217L → PH335

Year 2
Spring
CH112 → MA392 → PH390 or PH315 → PH391 or PH315L → MA377

Years 3 & 4
Fall
MA391 → PH454 → PH461 → PH395 → PH476 → PH470 or PH300+
elective

Years 3 & 4
Spring
MA300+ elective → PH451 → PH400 → PH493 → PH471 → PH435